The role of arousal in the preparation for voluntary movement.
Planning and readiness for action are associated with pre-movement brain activity reflected in the readiness potential (RP). Previous research suggests that RP is affected by higher-order cognitive functions. The present study investigated the relationship between arousal and RP. Twenty participants performed a RP paradigm in which they executed self-paced movements approximately every 4-5s. Participants' arousal level was directly manipulated through interaction with the experimenter during the rest breaks preceding the movement task. Skin conductance level (SCL) differed between arousal conditions, indicating that the arousal manipulation was effective. RP was significantly higher under the low arousal than the high arousal condition. This arousal effect also changed depending on whether RP was measured at overall high or low levels of arousal. Our data indicate that arousal does not directly activate structures underlying action preparation. We suggest that the arousal effect may be mediated by the attentional resources allocated to the movement.